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Flaking lead paint in a home in Muncie, Indiana. Shelly/Flickr, CC BY-NC-ND  

The Flint water crisis and the sad story of Freddie Gray’s lead poisoning catalyzed a 

broader discussion about lead poisoning in the United States in recent years. What are the 

risks? Who is most vulnerable? Who is responsible?  

Lead is an enormous and pervasive threat to public health. Almost any level of exposure 

causes permanent cognitive problems in children. And there are many sources. Ten million 

water service lines nationwide contain lead. Some 37 million U.S. homes contain lead-

based paint somewhere in the building. Soils in many areas are contaminated with lead 

that was added to gasoline and emitted from car exhaust. 

But the risk is not evenly distributed. Some Americans face a “triple whammy” of increased 

risk based on poverty, race, and place. Evidence dating back to the 1970s has shown that 

lead poisoning rates are higher in inner cities and low-income and minority neighborhoods 

than in white, affluent, and suburban neighborhoods.  

And although children’s blood lead levels have fallen significantly in recent decades, these 

disparities still exist. My dissertation research shows that government-supported suburban 

development and racial segregation after World War II contributed to lead poisoning by 

concentrating minority families in substandard urban housing. 

An urban epidemic 

Humans have used lead for thousands of years in products ranging from ceramic glazes to 

cosmetics. Exposure increased in the industrial era. Lead piping and paint came into wide 

use in the 19th century, followed by lead batteries and leaded gasoline in the 1920s.  

Health experts knew that lead was toxic, but childhood lead poisoning did not become a 

sustained public health concern until the second half of the twentieth century, due in part 

to obstruction from the lead industry. After World War II, child lead poisoning cases 

spiked in many cities, especially among low-income African-Americans. In Baltimore child 

lead poisoning cases rose from an average of 12 per year between 1936 and 1945 to 77 cases 

in 1951 and 133 cases in 1958.  

Lead poisoning cases also increased in Cincinnati and other cities in the 1950s and ‘60’s. 

Experts identified a key source: peeling and flaking lead-based paint. The victims were 

mainly from poor, minority families in deteriorating inner-city neighborhoods.  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cat-sidh/2549088959/in/photolist-4TfKkD-2XDQzF-3rhPiM-PvEL-PvSk-6H9oAy-4sZaGQ-4sZaEQ-4sZaBC-4sZaz9-7LP7zr-4T3oQb-DqVF-pNoALH-DqVC-6H5nyR-6H5n5g-C9bkNm-2Rzrw-bm8rVu-bm8rXG-6H5k9X-bm8s2E-ouBUs-rwGDFn-53K9mc-CtGQ2J-ruvTRf-oVuph9-psUTwq-r1J5t4-mwHPc-7zojY6-axqx8b-65xkmP-7UqZGn-67NaSm-67HV66-4xwqVJ-mayYWR-6j9QYP-pTCf67-pTCeHd-a5FMNo-e2NBG9-6A2SuF-9ZRZUk-7UWobu-v9J6V4-dHbkr3
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
http://time.com/3845837/baltimore-lead-contamination/
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-11/documents/lcrwgmeetsummarynov2014.pdf
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=AHHS_Report.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S016041201000156X
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/ad/ad079acc.pdf
http://sre.sagepub.com/content/early/2015/10/15/2332649215608873.abstract
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6213a3.htm
http://www.nber.org/papers/w9549
https://envhis.oxfordjournals.org/content/20/1/29.short
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1446124/pdf/10630135.pdf
http://health.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/City%20of%20Baltimore%20142nd%20Annual%20Report%20of%20The%20Department%20of%20Health.pdf
http://health.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/City%20of%20Baltimore%20144th%20Annual%20Report%20of%20The%20Department%20of%20Health.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16144958
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/22/4/756
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Lead-based paint was available in the United States until 1978, and was widely used in 

public housing because of its durability. Theseter11/Wikipedia, CC BY  

One obvious solution would have been to find better housing – and indeed, during this 

period millions of Americans were moving from cities to suburbs. But discriminatory 

government policies effectively excluded minority families from buying homes in suburban 

neighborhoods, leaving them trapped in cities, where a vicious cycle of deterioration and 

disinvestment exacerbated lead hazards. 

The role of mortgages and highways 

Suburbanization and home ownership in America exploded after World War II. Many 

urban scholars identify federal housing and highway policies as the most important drivers 

of 20th-century suburbanization.  

One key agency, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), was created during the Great 

Depression to make homeownership more feasible by offering federal insurance for home 

mortgages. FHA loans favored new suburban housing, especially from the 1930s to the 

1960s. Agency guidelines, such as those for minimum lot size, excluded many inner-city 

homes, such as Baltimore’s classic row houses. Other FHA guidelines and suggestions for 

neighborhoods – such as minimum setbacks and street widths – favored new suburban 

developments.  

FHA appraisal standards warned against “older properties” and “adverse influences” on 

home value, including smoke, odor and traffic congestion. Until the late 1940s the agency 

considered “inharmonious” racial groups a housing finance risk.  

After the Supreme Court declared racial covenants legally unenforceable in 1948, the FHA 

moderated its policies. But for the next decade it made little effort to curb housing 

discrimination, with some of its major administrators continuing to defend racial 

segregation.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_paint#/media/File:Lead_Paint2.JPG
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://local.provplan.org/pp170/materials_2011/Week%202/TheAmericanMetropolisatCentury'sEnd-Fishman.pdf
http://local.provplan.org/pp170/materials_2011/Week%202/TheAmericanMetropolisatCentury'sEnd-Fishman.pdf
http://www.csun.edu/~rdavids/350fall08/350readings/Jackson_Federal_Subsidy_and_Suburban_Dream.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/ebj/www/doc/JAPAv61n1.pdf
http://www.csun.edu/~rdavids/350fall08/350readings/Jackson_Federal_Subsidy_and_Suburban_Dream.pdf
http://archives.ubalt.edu/aclu/pdf/Plex48.pdf
http://www.bostonfairhousing.org/timeline/1948-Shelley-v-Kramer.html
http://archives.ubalt.edu/aclu/pdf/Plex48.pdf
http://www.prrac.org/pdf/freund.pdf
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Not surprisingly, the vast majority of FHA loans went to single-family, new homes in the 

suburbs. According to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, less than two percent of FHA 

loans issued from 1947 through 1959 went to African-Americans.  

Buyers line up to purchase homes in Levittown, NY, the archetypal postwar suburb, built 

between 1947 and 1951. Until 1948, contracts for Levittown houses stated that the homes 

could not be owned or used by non-Caucasians. Mark Mathosian/Flickr, CC BY-NC-SA  

Federal transportation policy also spurred and shaped post-war suburbanization. In 1956 

Congress enacted the Interstate Highway Act, which was designed to ease traffic 

congestion. The act authorized billions of dollars to complete about 42,000 miles of 

highways, half of which were to go through cities.  

The proliferation of interstates and automobiles made downtowns increasingly obsolete 

and furthered movement to the suburbs. According to one estimate, each highway built 

through a city reduced the city’s population by eighteen percent. 

http://www.csun.edu/~rdavids/350fall08/350readings/Jackson_Federal_Subsidy_and_Suburban_Dream.pdf
http://www.nber.org/chapters/c2342.pdf
http://www.epi.org/publication/making-ferguson/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/markgregory/12901942324/in/album-72157630764289084/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/originalintent.cfm
http://www.historysouth.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/The-Other-22Subsidized-Housing22-Federal-Aid-To-Suburbanization-.pdf
http://econpapers.repec.org/article/oupqjecon/v_3a122_3ay_3a2007_3ai_3a2_3ap_3a775-805..htm
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And suburban automobile commuting contributed directly to urban lead poisoning. Inner 

city residents absorbed the bulk of lead gas pollution from commuters who converged on 

cities daily. Lead gas exhaust contaminated soil in city neighborhoods.  

White flight and urban blight 

As black populations in cities increased, African Americans began moving into formerly 

all-white neighborhoods. “White flight” followed: panicked white homeowners moved 

away. Often the cycle was inflamed by “blockbusters,” people who used the threat of 

integration to get white homeowners to sell for low prices.  

Real estate speculators who acquired these cheap properties sold some of them (at inflated 

prices) to minority buyers. Many used highly exploitative contracts. Black homeowners 

had to make high interest payments, leaving them with little money for maintenance.  

Conditions were even worse for black renters. Slumlords often neglected maintenance and 

tax payments on their properties. Even when city health codes targeted lead paint, as in 

New York and Baltimore, landlords milking properties for profit often failed to comply. 

Disinvestment in inner city housing became a self-perpetuating cycle. A 1975 study for the 

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development concluded that landlords who had 

low-income renters and few financing options scrimped on maintenance, furthering 

housing decline. Eventually landlords abandoned their rentals, which led to further 

neighborhood disinvestment. 

Reinvesting in cities 

Cleaning up lead contamination is expensive. One recent study estimates that it would cost 

US$1.2 billion to $11 billion to eliminate lead risks in one million high-risk homes (old 

buildings occupied by low-income families with children). But it also calculated that every 

dollar spent on lead paint clean-up would generate from $17 to $221 in benefits from 

earnings, tax revenue and reduced health and education costs. 

Government agencies and nonprofits have poured money into lead research, screening, 

and hazard reduction programs, but more is needed. The largest source, HUD’s Lead 

Hazards Control Program, has received $110 million annually from 2014 to 2016, only 

enough to fund lead abatement in about 8,800 homes yearly. Moreover, in the past few 

years, the Congress has sought to cut HUD’s budget even further, by a half in 2013 and by 

a third just in the past year. Fortunately, those proposals were not successful, but even 

without them, lead hazard reduction funding is woefully inadequate.  

Can we find other sources? Since government housing policies have contributed to lead 

poisoning, perhaps we should tap them to fund cleanup. For example, the home mortgage 

https://books.google.com/books?id=vcXUAAAAMAAJ
http://www.macalester.edu/~kuwata/classes/2011-12/Chem%20222/Mielke%20American%20Scientist.pdf
http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/147.html
http://archives.ubalt.edu/bni/pdf/6-1-13.pdf
http://archives.ubalt.edu/bni/pdf/6-1-13.pdf
http://www.blackpast.org/perspectives/race-family-and-real-estate-beryl-satters-family-properties
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1299&dat=19690925&id=xuwjAAAAIBAJ&sjid=K4wDAAAAIBAJ&pg=4558,2090106&hl=en
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=2205&dat=19660122&id=a-hfAAAAIBAJ&sjid=AAMGAAAAIBAJ&pg=657,458908&hl=en
http://archives.ubalt.edu/aclu/pdf/Plex532.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2717145/pdf/ehp-117-1162.pdf
https://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=fy15cj_lead_hzrd_cntrl.pdf
https://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=34-LeadHazardReduction.pdf
http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2013/07/16/2307251/austerity-is-leaving-children-sick-with-lead-poisoning/
http://www.businessinsider.com/house-approves-spending-cuts-amtrak-2015-6
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interest tax deduction subsidizes new homes in the suburbs, and is particularly beneficial 

to more affluent homeowners.  

Reforming the mortgage interest deduction, which costs the federal government $70 

billion annually, could generate funding to remediate older rental houses. Some of this 

money could also be used to expand programs run by federal agencies, local governments 

and nonprofits that fund multiple improvements in low-income housing, including mold 

abatement and energy efficiency upgrades.  

Another strategy would be to create a mechanism modeled on Property Assessed Clean 

Energy programs for lead paint removal. PACE programs allows state and local 

governments or other authorities to fund the upfront costs of energy efficiency upgrades, 

then attach the costs to the property. Owners pay the costs back over time through 

assessments which are added to their property tax bills.  

The United States has heavily subsidized suburban home ownership for more than 80 

years. This policy helped many Americans, but hurt others, including families still trapped 

in homes where they are at risk of lead poisoning. Today, as many observers hail a U.S. 

urban renaissance, the persistence of lead poisoning highlights a continuing need for more 

investment in housing and health in our inner cities. 

______________________________________________________________ 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=258238
http://web.stanford.edu/group/scspi/_media/pdf/Reference%20Media/Dwyer_2007.pdf
http://www.cbpp.org/research/mortgage-interest-deduction-is-ripe-for-reform
http://www.cbpp.org/research/mortgage-interest-deduction-is-ripe-for-reform
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/healthy_homes
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http://www.greenandhealthyhomes.org/about-us/history-and-mission
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